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Energetic onset of earthquakesGlobal databases of earthquake source time functions (STFs) provide tremendous opportunities to explore the tem-
poral evolution of the source. We use the SCARDEC database (Vallee 2011,2016), to extract information about earth-
quake behaviors from the shape of the STF. First, it is common to focus on the amplitude Fourier spectrum, provided 
an accurate and/or empirical treatment of wave propagation, and to simplify the source spectrum through smooth 
spectral shapes (Brune-like, Boatwright-like, Haskell-like). In particular, the attribution of a best-fit corner frequency to 
a source duration is usually qualitative and assumed magnitude-independent. Here, we show that the complexity in 
spectral shapes, which grows with earthquake magnitude (Danre et al - POSTER 214), biases the estimate of a corner 
frequency such that the relation between true pulse duration and modeled corner frequency depends on earthquake 
magnitude. This suggests that the interpretation of corner frequency in terms of earthquake stress drop may intro-
duce a scaling bias. Second, we explore the temporal evolution of the moment-rate functions, the seismic power that 
we derive from moment accelerations, and the temporal evolution of the ratio of both that is a time-dependent 
scaled energy. We find that earthquake onset contains most of the seismic radiation and that radiation productivity is 
mostly contained within 20% of the total duration of the source. This suggests that earthquake development is more 
energetic and abrupt than earthquake arrest.

Empirical relation between duration and corner frequency

I explore the shape and peak amplitudes of three functions: 

Variations of time-to-peak values

Variations of impulsivity
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Time-to-peak values for the STF TM (a), seismic power TR (b), and scaled energy TS (c) in percentage of total duration, shown against depth (x-axis) and against mag-
nitude (colorscale). Histograms shown to the right of the panels. STF time-to-peak values increase from 30%-40% (shallow earthquakes) to 50% (deep earth-
quakes), indicating a transition between slight asymmetry to symmetry with depth. Most of seimic power is released prior to peak moment rate, during mo-
ment-rate growth. Scaled energy is systematically strongest in the first 30% of rupture time, in an “early dynamic stage of rupture”.

Variations of peak values

Peak values of STF FM (a), seismic power FR (b), and scaled energy FS (c) shown against moment (x-axis) and depth (colorscale). Red square are the bootstrapped 
median within moment bins, errorbars are the standard deviation in the bootstrapped median. Red lines are linear regression (L2) of peak values, with their slope 
values indicated in red. Dashed black lines are linear regressions obtained from total radiated energy (b) and total scaled energy (c) against moment, with their slope 
values indicated in black.
 => Peak seismic power (or radiated energy rate) appear to saturate. Off-fault damage is a possible mechanism to reduce high-frequency radiation. 
 => Peak scaled energy is about 10x scaled energy values (energetic early dynamic stage of rupture), weakly increases adn saturates with magnitude.

Peak values of the normalized STF FM (a), seismic power FR (b), and scaled energy FS (c) functions shown against moment magnitude (x-axis) and event depth (col-
orscale). Impulsive functions have a high peak value compared to their integral.
 => There is no clear variation in impulsitivity with depth and moment.
 => There is a scaling with moment of energy impulsivity for deep earthquakes (e.g. Poli and Prieto 2016).  

Variations of growth rate
I explore the growth of moment rate, of seismic power, and of scaled energy. If moment-rate is t^n, then seismic power 
is t^(2n-2), and scaled energy is t^(n-2). Because scaled energy grows, then n must be greater than 2 and I use these 
three functions to fit n. I select the first time at which either function peaks, then fit the power law in a linear time-space, 
L2 residuals, and using a grid search over n. Analysis is less stable when for short time of growth. There is no signifi-
cant variations of growth with depth and size.
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Normalized functions (a-STF, b-seismic power, c-scaled energy) against time and sorted by increasing earthquake magnitude with increasing index, the colormap is sat-
urated to the non-dimensional value 2. The medians of the functions in (d,e,f) binned by earthquake depth (blue-shallow H < 50 km, red- intermediate depths 50 < H 
< 350 km, and yellow-deep H > 350 km.
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Duration of earthquakes is difficult to measure because near-source coda and early aftershocks can mask the end of 
rupture. The centroid time is an attempt to measure of half duration weighted with the moment-rate function and thus 
assumes a symmetric function (used in Meier et al, 2017). We pick the duration as the last time at which he threshold 
of 10% of peak amplitude is met, average the estimates using both moment-rate and seismic power.

2 TM (s)
above: threshold-based vs centroid-based measure of dura-
tion, as a function of depth (color-scale).
below: Fourier Amplitude spectra, normalized to moment 
and shifted to duration (as in right panel time-amplitude nor-
malization) 

above: threshold-based duration corrected for 
moment and depth-variation in elastic properties 
(as in Vallee et al, 2013), against depth to show the 
scatter and depth invariance and color coded for 
magnitude.
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Duration and corner frequency
it is common to assume fc and T are related 
through a constant K often assumed 1, 2 or pi:

 
fc can be obtained with models below:
single-corner frequency:

Double-corner frequency:

K

We fit the spectral shapes of (1) with n=1.6 (red), (2) with n=2 and 
fc1 is assumed related to duration (black), and (1) with n variable 
(green).
K varies with magnitude, likely due to the complexity in the spectra:
 
    K ~ M0 ^0.02 (red)
    K ~ M0 ^ 0.05 (black)
    K ~ M0 ^ 0.08 (green)

We then correct the corner frequency estimated in Allman and 
Shearer (2009) and in Denolle and Shearer (2016) to re-interpret the 
duration-moment found in these two data sets.

Assume K = pi

Assume K linearly 
varies with log-M0 

M0 ~ T^2.75
M0 ~ T^2.79

Correcting for the rela-
tion between T and fc 
given theoretical models 
allow to reconcile esti-
mates in duration and 
correct for potential 
biases in moment-dura-
tion scaling.
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